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mo-do® is an architectural concept of a housing that is born 
from a profound reflection and design research 
on Italian lifestyle applied to new technologies 
of building where quality and excellence are at the base. 
The Italian lifestyle has always characterized 
the people of world-wide class 
since it is a symbol of exclusivity, elegance and luxury. 

mo-do® makes a selection of excellence in the choice of products, 
materials and design. 
It represents a chance to distinguish themselves through a home 
that reflects the creative principles of living Italian. 

Everyone, choosing mo-do®, can make this style.
mo-do® makes a proposal for 3 different living environments 
in which Italian style is emphasized.

mo-do®  offers the possibility to have a housing solution that 
enhances creativity, elegance and Italian taste.

(Dotti Pasini Architects)



mo-do® lifestyle

The mo-do® are the innovative residences designed and made in Italy produced for a sophisticated and demanding public who seeks in the house the perfect blend of style and technological 

quality. 

The mo-do® residences are constructed dry and respond perfectly to the paradigms of the passive house; they provide high performance energy saving, high acoustic comfortand allows 

great freedom of expression in architectural form. 

The entire construction process that leads to the realization of the mo-do® homes provides a rationalization of production and assembly stages through more and more mechanical systems, 

a thorough modernization of the concept of building that achieves a high standard of quality, with short construction time.

The mo-do® are aimed at a target audience of users looking for technology, quality and domesticity combined with a modern and innovative aesthetic identity, also thanks to the partnership 

of leading companies in the design sector.

These houses show a new way for the housing design, new trials, in line with international contemporary experience.

The mo-do® houses, despite being designed in a modular way, manage to maintain a design with a strong singularity and originality while adapting to different contexts.

There are three concepts of mo-do® 2014 models: mo-do® altura, mo-do® riva, mo-do® piana, that meet the needs of three different landscape contexts. It is still possible to develop custom 

concept adapted to the specific needs of national and international contexts, based on the same construction technologies.



mo-do® riva: open spaces allow a direct contact with nature and the maritime context.

mo-do® piana: within the walls of this “Italian dwelling” meet class and elegance that create a bucolic environment and natural well-being.

mo-do® altura: born from the combination of stone and wood, materials that allow you to create elegant and welcoming atmosphere.
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Dotti_Pasini Architetti established in 2005 by Alessandro Dotti and Et-

tore Pasini, operates in the field of architectural design at different scales, 

approaching issues both in Italy and abroad.

Architectural research study moves toward a rethinking of domestic space 

and the public with the aim to propose a variation of the original paradigms 

of living.

In the development of the idea in part can be found links with the historical 

antecedents of an all- Italian research  on the  type, the  characters of  

identity  and  continuity  in  renewal. Are investigated and reproduced the 

atmosphere and tone that through architecture reactivate the personality 

and identity of the place. On the other hand, is followed an alternative 

route that pushes live in new directions, new experiments related to a 

more conceptual and technological renovation of architectural production 

motivated by socio-economic logic in modern rapidly changing.

Referring to a field of research related to the “critical regionalism” already 

developed by the architectural culture, the projects represented here show 

an architecture able to maintain a lexical relationship with the place, throu-

gh a careful calibration of measures and scales.

The architecture is manifested not camuflaged in the landscape, and aims 

to leave a coherent and rational interpretation of the contemporary world.
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